(Abstract.) In 1896 I, with Dr. Alice Lee anrl Mr a a v i of experiments on the bisection of lines a t ' s | h f The object of i f " expernnents was to test a development of ^c u r r e n t Iheorv of "
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? ' Pr<mded three obserT« 8 and not two were
To my great surprise I found, results q /•x approximately true, and that they faikd to hold b were "°' even ments of the observers were subLliaU y c i f I d f to me at first that judgments made as L . dld not occur experimenters, in the tu n e room it is true hnr.ToJ1" " '3 "V " 168 hy ing the same linp at tha
• / rUe' bu^ no^ necessarily bisectlated, and I looked a b o u t l f l "''5tant' 80uld l,c Psychologically correof the data. We L d X f s o n T S S^ in the " nt them at sight; assuming that the w o r w o l l f f T"1 biSe0ted fona, to the length of fhe ^ true midpoint to the right in terms of the length of the line as the error. I was then led to realise the importance of what I have termed " spurious correlation " in this use of indices or ratios, and I published a short notice of the subject in the ' Roy. Soc. Proc., ' vol. 60, p. 489, 1896. I t seemed necessary accordingly to make our judgments in a different manner, and a second series of 520 experiments was made by Dr. Alice Lee, Dr. W. F. Macdonell, and myself, in which we observed the motion of a narrow beam of light down a uniform strip of fixed length, and recorded its position at the instant, a priori unknown to us, at which a hammer struck a small bell. The experiment was made by means of a pendulum devised by Mr. Horace Darwin, and the record required a combination of ear, eye, and hand judgment. In the manipulation of the data there was no room for the appearance of " spurious correlation," but to my great surprise I again found sub stantial correlation in two out of the three cases of what one might reasonably suppose to be absolutely independent judgments. This led to a thorough reinvestigation of the bisection experiments, absolute and not ratio errors being now dealt with. We found the same result, i.e., correlation of apparently independent judgments. The absolute personal equations based on the average of twenty-five to thirty experimental sets were then plotted, and found to fluctuate in sympathy, and these fluctuations were themselves far beyond the order of the probable errors of random sampling. Nor were the fluctuations explicable solely by likeness of environment. For in the bright line experiments while the judgments of A and B were sensibly uncorrelated, those of C were substantially correlated with those of both A and B. Thus we were forced to the conclusion that judgment depends^ in the main upon some few rather than upon many personal characteristics, and that while A and B had practically no common characteristics, there were some common to A and C and others common to B and C. M e are driven to infer-(i.) That the fluctuations in personal equation are not of the order of the probable deviations due to random sampling.
(ii.) That these fluctuations in the case of different observers, recorcing absolutely independently, are sympathetic, being due to the influ ence of the immediate atmosphere of the observation or experiment on personal characteristics, probably few in number, one or more of which may be common to each pair of observers.
In this way we grasp how the judgments of " independent " observers may be found to be substantially correlated. In the memoir attention is drawn to the great importance of this, not only for the weighting o combined observations, but also for the problem of the stress to »e laid on the testimony of apparently independent witnesses to the sam phenomenon.
On the Mathematical Theory of Errors o f Judgment
The current theory of the personal equation thus appears to need modification, and we require for the true consideration of relative judgments not only a knowledge of the variability of observers but by observers, we had a good opportunity for testing the aPpbcabffit7of ^c u r r e n t theory of errors, in particuiar the iitfess of t G aŷ than the probable d e v i a t i o n s I e r r a n l t s a T p h^" 0^^^ ^ " * I propose to consider these points in reference to the skew frequency distributions discussed in a memoir in the 'Phil. Trans.' for 1895 (A, vol. 186 , e ts eq.) in another place. The present memoir, ho shows that these skew distributions give results immensely more pro bable than the Gaussian curve, and thus confirms in the case of errors ■of observation the results already reached in the case of organic variation.
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These solutions were found to cover satisfactorily a very wide range of frequency distributions of all degrees of skewness. Two forms of solution of this differential equation, depending upon certain relations among its constants, had, however, escaped observation, for the simple reason that all the distributions of actual frequency I had at that time met with fell into one or other of the four types dealt with in that memoir. A little later the investigation of frequency in various cases •of botanical variation showed that none of the four types were suit able, and led me to the discovery that I had not found all the possible solutions of the differential equation above given. Two new types were found to existType V : with a range from x = a to x = oo . These curves were found to be exactly those required in the cases which my co-workers and I in England, and one or two biologists in America, had discovered led in the earlier Types I and IV to impossible results, i.e.,to imaginary values of the constants. In the present memoir the six types are arranged in their natural order, and a criterion given for distinguishing between them. They are illustrated by three examples:
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